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Next Meeting
Nov 29th, 2018  

Thursday 1:00pm
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No October Meeting
NSC Sale



But First This!
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We’ve Come a Long Way Baby
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1966 2016

Long Hair Longing for Hair

KEG EKG

Moving to California because it’s cool Moving to Florida because it’s warm

Trying to look like Marlin Brando or Liz Taylor Trying not to look like Marlin Brando or Liz Taylor

Hoping for a BMW Hoping for a BM

Going to a new, hip joint Getting a new hip joint

Rolling Stones Kidney Stones

Passing the drivers test Passing the vision test

Whatever Depends



Alexa News!
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Alexa News
• I was not planning on covering Alexa this month, but Amazon 

surprised us and announced a slew of new Alexa devices:

•New Echo Dot and Echo Plus 

•New Echo Show

• Echo Auto

• Echo Input, Echo Link and Echo Link Amp

•Amazon Smart Plug

•Amazon Basics Microwave
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Echo DOT/Echo Plus
•3rd Gen Echo DOT:  $49 available October 11

•A new improved look (similar to the Google Mini)

• Better Speakers and sound quality

• 2nd Gen Echo Plus:  $149 available October 11

•Bigger woofer and dual speakers with Dolby technology

• Includes temperature sensor that can be used in routines

• Local voice controls:  Allows you to control lights locally 
without the need for an internet connection
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Echo Show (2nd Gen)

•Echo Show: $230 available Oct 11

•A much larger 10” screen (vs. 7”)

• It now has a built-in hub like the Echo Plus

• It has better speakers and a fabric back cover

•Amazon is partnering with Microsoft to add Skype 
calling, and will be adding both its own Silk browser as 
well as Firefox browsers

• You can access live TV thru a Hulu account
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Echo Auto

•Echo Auto: $25 

•Available by invitation only (final price $50)

•Connects to Alexa using your phone and plays through 
your car speakers

• Includes Echo Auto Dash Mount

• It has eight microphones designed for in-car acoustics

• You can play music, check the news, open the garage 
door, find the nearest gas station,  etc…
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Echo Auto
•Play Audible books, stream podcasts, or listen to Amazon 

Music, Spotify, Sirius XM, or NPR

•Make calls, set reminders, add items to your shopping 
and to-do lists, or manage your calendar

• Set location-based routines—automated actions Alexa 
can start when you leave the office or get home

•Ask for directions and Alexa connects to supported apps 
like Google Maps, Apple Maps, or Waze on your phone
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Echo Sub
•Echo Sub: $129 available Oct 11

•Delivers 100W bass through a 6" woofer

•Aimed at the Apple HomePod and Google Home Max

•Not a standalone speaker: You must pair with at least one 
Echo or Echo Plus

•You get stereo, if you pair with two of the same Echo 
devices

• Echo Sub is only optimized for Echo (2nd Gen) and Echo 
Plus (2nd Gen) or later?
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Echo Smart Plug
•$25 available Oct 11

•This is an amazon device that works like TP-Link, or other 
smart plugs that work with Alexa

• It allows you to schedule lights, fans, and appliances to turn 
on and off automatically, or control them remotely when 
you’re away

• Simple to set up and use—plug in, open the Alexa app

•Compact design keeps your second outlet free

•Advantage:  Do not need another app or hub to set up plug
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Amazon Basics Microwave
•$60 available Nov 14

•Compact size, 10 power levels, a kitchen 
timer, a child lock, and a turntable

•Must pair to an Echo device for voice 
commands

• “Defrost Corn”, Cook Popcorn”, 
“Cook 2 minutes on medium”, “Reheat 
1 cup of Coffee”, etc…

•Auto Popcorn Replenishment can 
automatically reorder popcorn
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Echo Wall Clock
•$29.99 and launches later this year

• The Echo Wall Clock uses a ring of LEDs around the 
clock face to show your active timers

• Start a timer, and an LED will show how long the timer 
is set

•Add a second timer, and it’ll light up a second LED

•The Echo Wall Clock has no actual microphones on it, 
and must connect to an existing Alexa device
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Echo Input

•$35 - No release date yet

•An Alexa device with microphones, but no 
speakers (Think a Dot without speakers) 

• It is designed to hook up to an existing 
system thru bluetooth or a 3.5mm cord

• It gives the existing system Alexa controls
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Echo Link
•$200 - No release date yet

• Like the Echo Input but with multiple digital and 
analog inputs inputs to connect to your stereo 
system with better fidelity 

•Connect Echo Link to your stereo and group 
with other supported Echo devices to play 
music throughout your home

•Must have an Echo device to use
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Echo Link Amp
•$300 - No release date yet

• Exactly like the Echo Link but includes a built-in 
60W x 2-channel amplifier

• Just connect a set of speakers

•Also requires an Echo device to work

• Both Link and Link Amp designed to compete 
with similar products from Sonus
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Echo Guard
•A new security feature that integrates Echo devices, smart lights, and 

security service providers

•When Guard is on,  Alexa can send you Smart Alerts with audio clips 
when specific sounds are detected, including breaking glass, or smoke/ 
carbon monoxide alarms

• Just set your Echo device to away mode when you’re heading out by 
saying, “Alexa, I’m leaving,” and Alexa will let you know if your Echo 
devices detect an unusual sound

•Alexa Guard also has an Away Lighting mode that uses machine learning 
to turn your smart lights on and off  “in patterns that seem natural” to 
deter break-ins and robberies

•No release date yet
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Apple News!
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Apple News
•There was no announcement in September for new iPads and 

Macs

•However, a line was found in Apple’s internal code that had 
referenced an “iPad2018Fall”  

• So there may be another announcement in October?

•Delaware State University announced they are giving all 
freshmen free iPad Pros as part of a new partnership with 
Apple
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Apple News
•7-Eleven will support Apple Pay at nearly all of its 10,000+ 

convenience stores by the end of September

•Apple has officially discontinued selling the iPhone SE, iPhone 
X, and the iPhone 6s

•macOS Mojave was released 9/24  (Too late for this talk.  I’ll 
cover in November)

•Apple Heart Study has completed.  I was in study for 240 days 
with 1,898 heart rhythm data contributions
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Logitech’s Crayon
•Logitech's Crayon (iPad Gen 6) was announced during Apple’s Education 

event this year

• The Crayon uses the same palm- and tilt-aware technology as the 
Pencil, but doesn’t have pressure sensitivity

• It has a shorter seven-hour battery life 

• The aluminum-and-rubber design is rugged enough to survive four-
foot drops

• It is designed to stay put and will not roll like the Apple Pencil

• It has a female Lightning port for charging,  so you can use your 
standard chargers and don’t have to stick the device into the iPad itself
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Logitech’s Crayon
•The bad news:  it was not available to the general public 

• You could only get it thru Apple’s education store

• This is no longer true:  The Crayon is now available in Apple 
retail stores

• It'll cost $70 for everyday users instead of the $50 for schools

• But it’s still $30 cheaper than a Apple Pencil

• Remember: It only works with the iPad 6 (currently)
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Logic Board Replacements
•Apple has a Logic Board Replacement Program for the iPhone 

8 only

•  According to the Apple "a very small percentage" of phones 
sold between September 2017 and March 2018 have a 
manufacturing defect that can lead to restarts, freezes or a 
failure to start

•Go to https://www.apple.com/support/iphone-8-logic-board-
replacement-program/  and type in your serial number to see 
if your phone is eligible
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https://www.apple.com/support/iphone-8-logic-board-replacement-program/
https://www.apple.com/support/iphone-8-logic-board-replacement-program/
https://www.apple.com/support/iphone-8-logic-board-replacement-program/
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September Apple Event
•Apple held it’s latest “Event” in the Steve Jobs Theater on 

September 12th and they announced:

• The Apple Watch Series 4

• 3 new iPhones

• iPhone XS

• iPhone XS Max

• iPhone XR
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Apple Watch Series 4
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Apple Watch Series 4
•The case is slightly bigger - 44/40 mm vs 42/38 mm

•All previous watch bands will still work

•The screen also goes all the way to the edge giving it a 30%+ 
bigger display

• The Digital Crown now has haptic feedback so it clicks like a 
mechanical watch

• There are new watch faces only for the Series 4 that allow more 
complications
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Apple Watch Series 4
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Apple Watch Series 4
•There are some cool new health features as well

• ECG/EKG functionality:

•New electrical heart sensor that can provide ECG, as well as 
low and high heart rate notifications

•You take an ECG by opening the app and putting your finger on 
the digital crown

•The ECG function has been certified by the FDA

•Automatic Fall Detection:  Automatically detects falls and calls 
emergency services if you remain immobile for too long
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Fall detection on 
Apple Watch 
Series 4 only 
enabled by 

default for users 
65 and over
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Apple Watch Pricing
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Apple Watch GPS GPS w/Cellular

Series 3 - 38mm $279 $379

Series 3 - 42mm $309 $409

Series 4 - 40mm $399 $499

Series 4 - 44mm $429 $529



iPhones
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iPhone Name Rant
•New iPhones are named XS, XS Max, and XR

•And Apple is not even consistent on XS vs Xs vs…

•Proper pronunciation is ten S, ten S Max and ten R

•No one knows what the R stands for, the last model like this was called 
5C (for color)

•Most of all, it’s very hard when you see XS not to say “excess”

• For example, you don’t say 10 ray when you see X-Ray

•And… Why XS Max when larger models have been named 8 Plus??

• Should have been named 10S, 10S Plus, and 10C.   Ughhh!
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iPhone XS
•This is the upgraded model of the iPhone X with OLED screen

• It’s chip is 15% faster while using 50% less power

•Graphics performance (GPU) has been improved by 50%

• It has a Neural Engine built for advanced, real-time machine 
learning so the phone can recognize patterns, make predictions, 
and learn from experience

• Enhanced ISP (image signal processor) features a refined depth 
engine, which captures better detail in Portrait mode, and 
Smart HDR, so you’ll get greater dynamic range in your photos
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iPhone XS
• It has a stronger more durable glass than the X

• It has FaceID and portrait features that are found on the X

•The camera has a new Depth Control feature that allows you to 
adjust the depth of field in portraits after you shoot (determines 
how much the background is blurred)

• Bottom line:  Faster, stronger, better camera, better battery than 
the X

•The XS Max is basically the same just bigger (6.5” vs. 5.8”) - 
biggest iPhone screen ever
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iPhone XR
•This is the successor to the iPhone 8 line (a less expensive 

alternative)

• The screen (6.1”) is bigger than the XS (5.8”) and the 8+ (5.5”)

• It uses a new LCD screen vs OLED (Apple calls it a Liquid Retina 
Display - best ever LCD display) 

• It comes in 6 colorized aluminum finishes 

• It has the same durable glass and supports wireless (Qi) charging

• It has FaceID, no home button, and support animoji and memoji
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XS XR XS Max



Cell Phones in 2030
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iPhone XR
•It has the same chip set as the XS models

• It does not have a telephoto lens, but thru software does allow 
you to take portrait mode like the XS models

• Same depth control and Smart HDR

•Maximum storage is 256GB vs 512GB on the XS model

• This is probably the model I’d buy if I were in the market

•Available 10/26
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Dual Sims
•All the new iPhones now have Dual Sims:  A Nano SIM as well as 

a digital eSIM that requires no physical swapping of SIM cards

•With Dual SIM, you're able to have two different phone numbers 
on one or two different networks on a single iPhone

•You can have a work and personal number on one phone

•You can have a US number and add a second number outside 
the US when traveling

•Carrier support at this time:  AT&T,  Verizon, and T-Mobile (US)
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XS vs XR
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XS XR

Case Stainless Steel Aluminium

Display 5.8/6.5 OLED 6.1 LCD

Colors Silver, Gray, Gold Blue, White, Black, 
Yellow, Coral, Red

Back Camera Wide Angle/Telephoto Wide Angle

Water Resistance 2m 1m

Max Storage 512 256

Portrait Mode Natural, Studio, Contour, 
Stage, Stage Mono Natural, Studio, Contour



Current iPhone Pricing
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Screen 32GB 64GB 128GB 256GB 512GB

7 4.7” $449 - $549 - -

7+ 5.5” $569 - $669 - -

8 4.7” - $599 - $749 -

8+ 5.5” - $699 - $849 -

XR 6.1” - $749 $799 $899 -

XS 5.8” - $999 - $1149 $1349

XS Max 6.5” - $1099 - $1249 $1449



iOS 12
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iOS 12
• iOS 12 was released on Sept 12th, I covered this in my talk in June, 

so I’m not going to cover everything that’s new

• Instead, I’ll go over some of the new features that I have found 
notable since I’ve upgraded

• I’ve upgraded all my active devices and have not seen any real issues

• You can upgrade now, or wait a couple of weeks if you are the 
nervous type

• Remember:  iOS 12 was primarily to improve performance,  so 
upgrade your older devices
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New iPad Gestures
•Apple has changed the gestures on iPads used to access the control 

panel and the app switcher

• They also moved the time from the top center of the home screen to 
the upper left corner

• This placement and the new gestures are now consistent with the new 
iPhones (X and beyond)

• This at least suggests that the iPads may soon be getting a notch to 
facilitate FaceID and Animoji 

• To get to the Control Center now,  pull down on the upper right hand 
corner
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New iPad Gestures
•Notifications are accessed by pulling down from the top center

• To get to the home screen, you no longer have to use the home 
button, but just swipe up quickly from the bottom (home button 
going away?)

•When you are in an app, you can access the dock with a short 
swipe upward

•When the dock is revealed, you can then access split view as you 
could in the past

• If you swipe up slowly, you pull up the app switcher
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Down
Middle
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Down
Top
Right
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Quick
Long
Pull
Up
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Short
Pull
Up
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Slow
Long
Pull
Up



Do Not Disturb
• If you long press the Do Not Disturb icon in the control panel, you 

get new options that turn Do Not Disturb on:

• For one hour

•Until this afternoon, evening, or morning (depending on the time of 
day)

•Until I leave this event:  You get this option, if you are attending an 
event on your calendar 

•Until I leave this location (example, a movie theater, doctors office)

• This prevents you from forgetting to turn it back off
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Your Lock screen now notifies 
you when Do Not Disturb is 
turned on and when it will be 
turned off



Shortcuts
•A new feature called Shortcuts allows you to create custom 

voice commands that can work across multiple apps much 
like routines on Amazon’s Alexa and Google Assistant 

• The Shortcuts app allows you to do some basic programming 
and automation on your phone

•When created, you can initiate Shortcuts either in the Shortcuts 
app or with Siri

• I have not had a chance to become familiar with this yet, but 
when I do, I’ll cover it here
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Shortcuts
•However, there is a new feature called Siri suggestions that I have 

used and will cover today 

•Go to Settings/Siri & Search

•Here you’ll see your shortcuts and and some suggested 
shortcuts based on recent activities you’ve taken

• If you hit the + button, you will be give a change to dictate a Siri 
command for that action

•Now you can tell Siri this command and you’ll get the actions 
you wanted
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Notifications
•Notifications will now grouped and managed by app

• You can now manage your notifications in real time from the 
notification center by swiping left on any group 

• From here, you have settings to:

• Turn on “Quiet notifications” — These only show up in the 
notification center with no sounds, and do not show up in the lock 
screen or…

•Turn notifications off completely for that app

• This makes the notifications much less disruptive
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Screentime
• In settings, there is a new section called Screen Time which will 

allow you to:

• View detailed daily and weekly Activity Reports that shows 
how much time is spent on each app and categories of apps

• See how many times an iPhone or iPad was picked up

• See how many notifications you get from each app

• See when your heaviest usage occurs
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Controlling Screentime
•Reminder:  You can also set limits on the amount of time spent 

on apps

•A notification will let you know when a time limit is close

• Parents can also access their child’s Activity Report right from 
their own devices to understand their children’s usage

• They can also manage and set app limits for them

• I haven’t used any of these features and probably will not
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New iPad Apps
•There are two iPad apps: Stocks and Voice Memos that are 

added to your iPad when you make the upgrade to iOS 12

•These used to be iPhone only apps, are no available on the iPad,  
and with Mojave they will also be added to the Mac

•Apple is testing out some tools for developers to make it easier 
to develop apps that run across all of Apple products

• These two apps are internal test cases to test out these tools

• The stock app especially has been improved at the same time
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watchOS 5
•Do not disturb on the watch gives you the same options 

as the phone:

•On

•On for 1 hour

•On until this evening

•On until I leave
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watchOS 5 - Workouts
•Auto-workout detection:  The watch will use heart rate and 

movement data to determine if the user might be working out 

• It will then pop up an alert asking if you want to start a 
workout

• It will even give retroactive credit to the start of the workout

• It will also prompt you to end workout if you forget to close it
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watchOS 5 - Workouts
•Also new is an "activity competition" mode, that will allow 

friends to challenge each other to seven-day competitions

• You get points every time you close an activity rings over the 
course of a week

•The winner of the completion gets an award in the activity app

•Yoga and hiking have been added to the types of workouts 
supported, taking into account elevation change and heart rate 
to accurate measure calories burned and total exercise minutes
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watchOS 5
•Walkie-Talkie

• You can use your watch as a walkie-talkie with another 
person who allows it

• Just press to talk and release to listen

• Control Panel:

• You can now edit how the control panel looks on your 
watch

•Go to the bottom and hit edit and you’ll get jiggle mode
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Moving Icons - Control Panel
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Move icons
Jiggle Mode



watchOS 5 - Awards
•watchOS 5 has reorganized the screen in the activity app 

showing your rewards categorizing them as: Recent, 
Competitions, Monthly Challenge, Limited Edition, Close your 
Rings, and Workouts

• The awards also show how many times it was earned and the 
last date it was earned or other relevant information

•Visually, it’s a nice upgrade

• BTW: One of my awards is missing.  Apple is aware and says 
they’ll come back with a future update
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Questions?
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Thank You!

*Presentation produced on an iMAC using Apple’s 
Keynote software and presented on an iPad


